NOTHING SIGNIFICANT HAPPENED THIS WEEK!  
(But we did something creative: gray boxes. Check it.)

NEW ELS TO HAVE MCDONALDS, SIX FLAGS, APPLEBEE’S
Additional Starbucks stand to open in every dorm
By Mr. Grebey ’12
I’m LOVIN’ IT DEPT.
(ELS) Students had mixed reactions to the announcement that the new ELS will host a variety of new franchises, including McDonalds, Six Flags, and Hooters that will compete with existing institutions such as the Diner, Events Barn, and the Annex bathroom.

“With the economy in the state it is realized we would be a great source of income,” President Joan Hinde Stewart said. “That and I blew through a lot of money during my sabbatical. Did you know pot is legal in Amsterdam?”

The new additions will have special Hamilton themed offerings such as the McHamilton Shake that comes with two shots and four points, and Six Flag’s Curve Theory roller coaster, which may surpass Dunham as the most vomit-filled place on campus.

JUNIORS STUDYING ABROAD MISS HAMILTON
But not the continuous silly controversies
By Mr. Leubsford’10
SKYPE SEX DEPT.
(THES WORLD) Juniors spending the semester abroad in exotic foreign locales ranging from the heart of Africa to the bars of London reported missing living inside the bubble, preferring to be a “big fish in a really really tiny pond.”

“It’s so hard to stay in contact with everyone, parents, friends, and that guy I hooked up with once freshmen year,” Carolyn Phillips ’11 emailed. “The cost of postcards forced me to drop a few of my friends, but most of them are loyers anyway.”

Mooms

“The internet service in Peru is terrible!” Kevin Wong ’11 complained. “They charge me so much more for downloading videos. I’m not sure how much longer I can last without new man-on-unicorn porn.”

“I was a big deal; Daul’writer, TKE’ bro, and President of the Save Belgium from Starving Coalition,” Jason Lee ’11 said. “People knew me. Parisians just think I’m just another dumbass American. God, I miss that claustrophobic incest-pit otherwise known as Hamilton.”

Others felt culture shock.

“It’s strange and different being in the minority,” Connie Eden ’11 reported from China. “Even if I wanted to, I could never exercise my white privilege like I could at Hamilton. Although I think I’ve forgotten how to use it.”

When I was socially irresponsible at Hamilton, the worst thing that would happen is that I would be EMT’d,” Ethan Mars ’11 said. “If I’m socially irresponsible in Budapest, I get robbed for my wallet and possibly my kidneys.”

Almost all thought it was worthwhile.

“This has been a great experience,” Kevin Farel’11 said. “Living in Botswana has changed how I look at the world for the better. At the same time, I look forward to not worrying about getting terrifying diarrhea each time I eat something.”

“Although, to be fair,” he continued. “Commons is not that much better.”

In this issue: Not our best work!

CHINA SEA® REJECTED FORTUNES
By Ms. Tomkin ’12

“You are a beautiful and genuine human being. Just kidding, you’re a dumb whale.”

JACKASS TAKES TWO SPOTS
By Mr. Grebey ’12

“Although, to be fair,” he continued. “Commons is not that much better.”
Today's Horoscopes

By Mr. Robinson '12 and Mr. Hess '13

Libra
This weekend, you will watch or participate in a game of beer pong and fall miserably at looking up with any of the girls who look even remotely sober. This weekend will be like every other weekend.

Scorpio
The squirrels are after you this week, and no amount of Nerf firepower will save you.

Sagittarius
Your long distance relationship is going to be a rock to you in these confusing times. A big rock, tied to your feet. Have fun.

Capricorn
You will accomplish less work than you intended to this week. YouTube and stalking Joe Urso on Facebook are not plans.

Aquarius
The planets are saying it is your turn to get lucky. This weekend, your roommate will votum somewhere other than your bed.

Pisces
Remember to look on the bright side when you wake up naked in someone else’s room. You can pretend you’re on the streak through the door using your shoulder and a golden bike. What, I’m not good enough for you guys, just because I never locked caviar off of my Schnauzer?

Friday Five:

1. “American Pie” by Don McLean: If you’re going to write the next great drunken American sing-a-long, don’t follow up with a catchy chorus with complex verses that drunk people have to collectively mumble.

2. “Believe” by Cher: In this song, Cher asks “Do you believe in life after love?” Only if they’re willing to bonus me, Cher. Only then.

3. “Fat Bottomed Girls” by Queen: “You’re just wasted. I’m going to write the next great drunken party hit song. Remember that everyone at this school is from “outside Boston.”

4. “I’d Do Anything for Love” by Meatloaf: As if we needed another reminder that everyone at this school is from “outside Boston.”

5. “Sweet Caroline” by Neil Diamond: “As if we needed another reminder that everyone at this school is from “outside Boston.”
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Comments?
Complaints?
Recipes?

Email duel@hamilton.edu
Or find us on the intevent!
http://students.hamilton.edu/duel/